across groups. The purpose of this study was to compare item difficulty of the FIM TM in 3 patient groups with neurological disorders. Subjects: Patients with stroke (n = 295), multiple sclerosis (n = 150), and traumatic brain injury (n = 88).
Methods: FIM TM scores were administered in each group.
The FIM TM consists of a motor domain (13 items) and a cognitive domain (5 items). Rasch rating scale analysis was performed to investigate differences in item difficulty (differential item functioning) between groups.
Results: Answering categories of the FIM TM items were reduced to 3 (from the original 7) because of disordered thresholds and low answering frequencies. Two items of the motor domain ("bladder" and "bowel") did not fit the Rasch model. For 7 out of the 11 fitting motor items, item difficulties were different between groups (i.e. showed differential item functioning). All cognitive items fitted the Rasch model, and 4 out of 5 cognitive items showed differential item functioning. Conclusion: Differential item functioning is present in several items of both the motor and cognitive domain of the FIM TM . Adjustments for differential item functioning may
INTRODUCTION
Measuring functional outcome in rehabilitation is important in both patient care and clinical research for evaluating the effectiveness of rehabilitation interventions and for predicting rehabilitation outcome. Several measurement instruments have been developed to measure functional outcome in neurological rehabilitation (1). Some of these instruments are generic measures that intend to measure the same construct (e.g. disability) across different patient groups. These measurement instruments usually consist of 1 or more subscales (domains), where items are summed to form a total subscale score. When using the outcomes of generic measures in different patient groups, it is important that the items and subscales of these measurement instruments meet all (psychometric) assumptions regarding dimensional structure in each patient group. The dimensions should be consistent with the proposed dimensional structure of the measurement instrument, and items within dimensions should be measuring a single underlying construct. This is important when the scale intends to measure a single attribute or ability by adding item ratings to yield a total sum score (2) . In this case, individual items of the same subscale are correlated with each other, and each item correlates with the total scale score it belongs to, and not to any other subscale (3) . Measurement quality of the instrument can be investigated further by using Rasch analysis (4). This method, based on item response theory, converts ordinal scales into interval measures, allowing comparison among groups. It can be applied to determine differences in item difficulty within the subscales across patient groups, which is called differential item functioning (DIF) (5) . The item difficulty should preferably be comparable across groups. If this is not the case, identical sum scores of 2 different patient groups are likely to result from different item profiles. As a consequence, they do not reflect the same level of functional status (e.g. level of independence) in different patient groups, which hampers comparison between groups (5).
The Functional Independence Measure (FIM TM ) is a generic measurement instrument that was developed in the USA to measure the severity of disability and is widely used to monitor progress during rehabilitation programs. The FIM TM intends to measure disability on 2 summated rating scales, a physical (motor) scale and a cognitive scale (6) (7) (8) (9) . The two-dimensional structure of the FIM TM has been confirmed in previous studies with heterogeneous groups of patients with various disorders(TBI) (15) and multiple sclerosis (MS) (16) . Other studies showed that the FIM TM motor domain lacks unidimensionality (12, 13, 17 
METHODS

Subjects
This project has been performed as part of a 3-year follow-up study on functional prognosis in 3 patient groups with different neurological disorders. The FIM TM scores at 6 months after inclusion of the follow-up study were used for this study. The following patients were included in this study: (i) patients with a first-ever supratentorial stroke who were admitted for inpatient rehabilitation; (ii) patients with recently (<6 months) diagnosed MS; and (iii) patients with TBI admitted to the department of neurosurgery.
In total, 533 patients with neurological disorders were included. The group comprised 295 patients with stroke, 150 with MS and 88 with TBI. The characteristics of each patient group are listed in Table I .
Measures
The FIM TM is a generic measurement instrument that records the degree of disability by evaluating the amount of assistance required to perform basic daily life activities (8, 9) . It consists of 18 items, divided over 2 dimensions: the FIM-motor scale includes 13 items and the FIM-socialcognitive scale 5 items. Each item is measured on a 7-point rating scale, ranging from complete dependence (score 1) to complete independence (score 7). In this study, a Dutch translation of the FIM TM was used. FIM TM item scores were collected by direct observation of and interviews with the patients or by interviewing proxies or caregivers. The FIM TM was administered by trained clinical researchers ( physiatrists).
Statistics
Principal component analysis. Dimensionality refers to the assumption that items of a subscale measure the same underlying construct (20) . Principal component analysis (PCA), followed by orthogonal (varimax) rotation, was performed to investigate the dimensionality of the FIM TM . The number of factors to be rotated was restricted to the 2 proposed dimensions (7). Items were considered to load on a factor if factor loadings were higher than 0.40 on the proposed factor, and lower than 0.40 on the other factor (21) . PCA was carried out using polychoric correlations instead of Pearson correlations, because the use of polychoric correlations is more appropriate in case of ordinal measures and skewed distributions (21) . PCA was performed in each patient group separately.
Cronbach's a coefficients were calculated to determine internal consistency of the motor and cognitive subscales for each group separately. Scales were considered to be internally consistent when Cronbach's a was higher than 0.70 (20) .
Rasch analysis. Rasch rating scale (22) analysis provides estimates of person ability and item difficulty along a common measurement continuum (4). Ordinal measures are transformed into linear continuous measures of person ability and item difficulty. Person ability and item difficulty are expressed in log-odd units (logits), which is a unit of interval measurement that is defined within the context of a set of items (5) . Goodness of fit of an item set is determined by the fit statistics of the items. The fit statistic is an index for the consistency of the observed item score with the model expected scores: large misfit values indicate that the observed values of these items deviate from the model expected values based on the estimated person ability. High fit statistics (>1.7) (23) indicate that the observed item scores are much higher or lower than expected based on the item difficulties and estimated abilities of the subjects. Low statistics (<0.5) (23) indicates that items measure redundant or overlapping content area (5) .
The analysis was performed on the pooled data first, to investigate whether all items fitted the Rasch model, and to identify possible disordered thresholds between answering categories, as recommended by Tennant et al. (19) . If data fit the Rasch model, Rasch analysis allows detection of differences in item difficulties between groups, also referred to as differential item functioning (DIF). DIF was investigated by performing a Rasch analysis on each group separately, using items that fitted the model. To maintain comparability of the item difficulties of the subgroups, items were calibrated (anchored) using the step thresholds of the pooled data set (24) . DIF was determined by comparing item difficulties between groups, using t-statistics. The motor and cognitive scales were examined separately. Mean Rasch measures ( person abilities) for the motor and cognitive scales were calculated for each group by using the Rasch estimates for the whole group analysis (no correction for DIF was made). In addition, we calculated the Rasch measures ( person abilities) of the motor and cognitive scales adjusted for DIF, by splitting the items that showed DIF in group specific items (i.e. an individual item is formed for stroke, MS or TBI), and than using these items for calculating the mean person abilities (19) . Rasch analyses were performed using Bigsteps version 2.82 (24).
RESULTS
Subjects
Of the patients with stroke, 157 (53%) had left hemisphere lesions, 135 (46%) right hemisphere lesions and 3 (1%) had bilateral lesions. A total of 219 (74%) patients had a cerebral infarction and 76 (26%) patients had haemorrhagic strokes, of whom 30 (11%) had a subarachnoid haemorrhage. At the time of measurement, 32% of the patients were still receiving inpatient rehabilitation treatment. All other patients were living at home. Of the total of 150 MS patients, 115 (77%) had relapsingremitting MS, 21 (14%) had primary-progressive MS at time of diagnosis, 8 (5%) had secondary-progressive MS, and in 6 (4%) patients the type of MS was unknown. All patients were living 
Functional Independence Measure
FIM-motor and cognitive raw scores of each patient group are shown in Table II . All groups had a high median score on both FIM-motor and FIM-cognitive subscales, indicating a high or moderate level of functional status. Ceiling effects larger than 15% were found in the motor scale for MS (23%) and TBI (26%), and in the cognitive scale for stroke (16%), MS (36%) and TBI (26%). Results of the PCA showed that all items of the FIM-motor scale loaded (i.e. were larger than 0.4) on the first factor (motor domain). The "eating" item of the MS group loaded on both factors, but the factor loading of the cognitive domain (0.41) was still lower than for the motor domain (0.54). The motor domain accounts for 47%, 39% and 54% of the total variance in stroke, MS and TBI, respectively. The FIM-cognitive items of the stroke, MS and TBI group all loaded on the second factor (cognitive domain), except for the "expression" item in MS that showed a factor loading just below 0.40 (0.39). The explained variance was 18%, 17% and 23% in stroke, MS and TBI, respectively. Cronbach's a of the FIM-motor scale were 0.93, 0.89, and 0.98 for patients with stroke, MS, and TBI, respectively. For the FIM-cognitive scale Cronbach's a were 0.78, 0.68 and 0.88, respectively.
Rasch analysis: motor domain
The analysis of the pooled motor items revealed large misfit for 2 out of 13 motor items ("bladder" and "bowel"), showing fit statistics largely exceeding 1.7. In addition, disordered thresholds and low answering frequencies were found for the most dependent categories. When disordered thresholds and low answering categories are observed it is necessary to collapse adjacent categories (19) . We therefore combined different answering categories. The most optimal solution (i.e. most items fitted the model) was tested by trial and error. We collapsed 5 adjacent answering categories (answering categories 1 through 5) to 1 category, resulting in a 3-category answering scale, ranging from dependence (score 1), modified independence (score 2) to complete independence (score 3). Results of the Rasch analysis of the collapsed (3-category) FIM-motor items for the total group showed that threshold estimates for the 3-category analysis were ordered. There was, however, still a considerable misfit of the "bladder" and "bowel" items (outfit statistics: 2.69 and 3.97). We therefore excluded these items from the further analysis, because items have to fit the Rasch model to investigate DIF (19) . Following this, we performed the Rasch analysis with the 11 remaining items. All 11 items fitted the model (fit statistics < 1.7), except for the "eating" item that showed a slight misfit (outfit statistics: 1.86, see Table III ). After collapsing categories 1 through 5 a floor effect of 2.4% was found. The ceiling effect remained unchanged (see Table II ).
To investigate DIF we performed the analysis for each group separately (Table III) . To maintain comparability between groups, items were anchored using the threshold estimates of the total group. DIF plots of the motor items are shown in Fig. 1A . Rasch measures of each group are plotted against each other, with a line of identity and confidence interval. DIF was found for 7 out of the 11 motor items. The number of items showing DIF was the largest for stroke vs MS (7 items: 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 12 and 13), but of the 7 items showing DIF only 4 showed considerable differences between groups (items: 1, 5, 9 and 12). The number of items showing DIF was 2 for MS vs TBI (items: 1 and 12), and 3 for stroke vs TBI (items: 1, 9 and 13). The motor items "bathing", "dressing upper body", "transfer tub" and "transfer toilet" showed no DIF.
Rasch analysis: cognitive domain
Results of the pooled Rasch analysis for the cognitive domain showed that all 5 items fitted the Rasch model. However, as in the motor domain, we found disordered thresholds and low answering frequencies in the most dependent categories. Because of this, and to maintain comparability with the motor domain we also combined the first 5 answering categories (answering categories 1 through 5) to 1 category in the cognitive domain. Results of the Rasch analysis of the collapsed (3-category) FIM-cognitive items for the total group are listed in Table IV . All five 3-category items fitted the Rasch model, and ordered threshold estimates were found.
DIF was investigated using the same procedure as described by the motor domain, performing Rasch analysis on each group separately (Table IV) . DIF was found in 4 out of 5 items (Fig. 1B) . The number of items showing DIF was 4 for stroke vs MS (item numbers: 1, 3, 4 and 5), 2 for stroke vs TBI (item the two-dimensional structure, but reported that the cognitive domain accounted for only 6.4% of the variance and was not responsive. We also found a low factor loading for the "expression" item and a low Cronbach's a (0.68) for the cognitive domain in MS, and to a lesser extent for stroke (0.68), which indicates the lower internal consistency of this scale. However, since the MS group had a ceiling effect of 36% in the cognitive dimension, these results should be further investigated in patients with lower levels of cognitive functioning. In contrast to our results of the principal component analysis and the satisfactory Cronbach's a, the more stringent Rasch analysis showed that goodness of fit was compromised by the "bladder" and "bowel" items. Previous studies applying Rasch analysis also reported considerable misfits for the "bladder" (7, (12) (13) (14) 18) and "bowel" (7, 13, 18) items in rehabilitation patients with different diseases combined (7) or patients with stroke separately (12) (13) (14) 18) . This finding suggests that these 2 items measure a different construct than the other motor items. Kucukdeveci et al. (18) also mentioned that the misfit of the "bladder" and "bowel" items should be seen as "an inherent weakness of the FIM TM ". However, we found a high correlation of 0.98 between total motor Rasch measures with and without the "bladder" and "bowel" items, indicating that excluding these misfitting items has only a minor effect on the total motor Rasch measure.
Item difficulty of the motor domain
Measurement quality of the FIM TM was also assessed through an analysis of DIF. Item difficulty is preferably similar for different patient groups (10, 26) because in that case equal sum scores reflect the same level of disability. We found that item difficulty varied across groups in 7 out of 11 motor items. For the motor domain, most items with DIF were found for the stroke-MS comparison, showing large DIF for 4 items, while comparison of the TBI group with stroke and MS revealed DIF in only 3 and 2 items, respectively. "Eating" was the only item showing DIF in all group comparisons. This finding should be interpreted with care, because the "eating" item was the only item that showed some misfit. Whether this is the consequence of the high functional level of our population (see below) should be further investigated. Patients with MS had more difficulty with "walking" than patients with stroke and TBI, and patients with stroke had less difficulty with the "transfer bed" item compared with patients from the other groups. In addition, patients with MS had more difficulty with "dressing lower body" than patients with stroke, and patients with TBI had more difficulty with "stairs" than those with stroke. Although these findings may reflect clinical differences between various neurological conditions (10), variations in item difficulty do limit comparability across groups. This is not in agreement with previous conclusions of (6), who compared item difficulties across patient groups in a large group of rehabilitation patients. They reported similar (but not identical) patterns for patients with different neurological disorders (stroke, brain dysfunction and neurological conditions). They did, however, not perform a DIF analysis.
Comparing item order of our study to results from the USA revealed some differences, particularly at the higher end of the scale (10). In the study Heinemann et al. reported that "eating", "bladder", "bowel" and "grooming" were the easiest motor items, and "stair climbing", "tub transfer" and "walking" the most difficult in all neurological groups. We found more or less the same item hierarchy at the lower end, but "eating", "bathing" and "dressing lower body" were among the most difficult items in our study, whereas "toilet transfer" was easier for our patients. However, the range between the easiest and most difficult items was in the present study smaller than usually reported (7, 10, 12) , which may have influenced item hierarchy. Whether the differences between our findings and the results from the USA (10) are caused by cultural (or translation) differences (14, 18) should be addressed in future research.
Item difficulty of the cognitive domain
For the cognitive domain we found DIF for 4 out of 5 items, showing larger variations than in the motor domain. "Problem solving" and "memory" showed the largest differences in item J Rehabil Med 37 difficulty, while "expression" was the only item without DIF. "Problem solving" was the most difficult item in patients with stroke, whereas it was the easiest item for patients with MS. "Memory" was on the other hand easier for patients with stroke than for patients with MS and TBI. Heinemann et al. (10) also distinguished 3 item difficulty patterns for the FIM-cognitive domain in neurological patient groups. These findings suggest that comparability of the FIM-cognitive domain between these patient groups is limited and can only be performed when items are adjusted for DIF.
Adjusted Rasch estimates
Our results indicate that when comparing or pooling data of patients with neurological disorders, in particularly for patients with stroke and MS, adjustments for DIF may be necessary. This accounts to a lesser extent for comparisons of TBI with stroke and MS. Tennant et al. (19) recently described a method for such adjustments, in which the group-specific Rasch measures are used in the analysis for items showing DIF. In this procedure, for all items showing DIF, group specific items are used in the calculation of the total Rasch estimates. In our study, for example, we split item 9 ("transfer bed") into 3 group-specific items for stroke, MS and TBI. We found some differences between adjusted and unadjusted Rasch measures (Table V) , but Pearson correlation between the adjusted and unadjusted Rasch measures were high (exceeding 0.99). This indicates that adjusting for DIF seems to have only minor impact on the person abilities in this cross-sectional design. It is, however, important to further explore the benefits of using adjusted Rasch measures for measuring improvements in rehabilitation using the FIM TM .
To what extent the corrected Rasch measures may improve the responsiveness of the FIM TM should for example be investigated in future studies.
Limitations of the study
The relatively good functional status of the investigated patient groups has resulted in a skewed data distribution towards the higher end of the scale (see Table II ). This limits generalization of the results to persons with lower levels of functional status. Nevertheless, it has been argued that the FIM TM should also be valid for subjects with higher functional abilities (6) . It is acknowledged that, at the lower and higher end of the scoring range, Rasch estimates are more accurate indicators of person ability (or change in ability) than the raw FIM TM scores (6, 12) .
It may therefore be recommended to use Rasch estimates of person ability instead of raw FIM TM scores to analyse results of groups with high functional abilities. In addition, for performing Rasch analysis in the present study, it was necessary to collapse the lower answering categories due to low answering frequencies and disordered (19) , indicating that this finding is not a peculiarity of the present study. Because of the small number of subjects in the TBI group, the results for this group should be interpreted with caution. Despite this limitation, the results indicate that for the motor domain only slight DIF is present for comparison of TBI with both stroke and MS. However, the large confidence interval due to the small number of subjects should be taken into account, because this reduces the number of items identified as having DIF. In the cognitive domain, DIF was identified in several items for comparison with both stroke and MS. These findings should be confirmed in future studies with a larger sample size.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the purpose of this study was to investigate whether the FIM TM motor and cognitive domains can be used for comparing disability in patients with different neurological disorders. The "bladder" and "bowel" items of the motor domain showed lack of fit to the model, and were therefore excluded from the DIF analysis. Item difficulties of the motor domain showed DIF in 7 items, being most apparent in the comparison of patients with stroke and MS. All items of the cognitive domain fitted the Rasch model, but there were large differences in item difficulty for the "problem solving" and "memory" items. It is concluded that adjustments for DIF may be required when comparing or pooling data of the FIM TM motor and cognitive domains in patients with stroke, MS and TBI.
